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Abstract: Ideally, the signals which are pure can exist only on paper. As there are some techniques for denoising the provided 
signal up to some degree, so procedure during that time it is important that such techniques must be reconcilable with the most 
of the devices. This article describes a for denoising with the help of an autoencoder using image processing technique and 
algorithms which are based on deep learning. With the aid of autoencoders, noise reduction is not accomplished using a 
conventional method in which the output signal is essentially the same signal that was used as an input previously. Here the 
main focus remains originality as the autoencoder follows a back propagation process It is one of the approaches that focuses on 
the techniques described in this article are interchangeable. i.e., Working for any signal and having, reliability, efficient Ness 
and compatibility with more devices.  
Keywords: CNN, LSR, encoder, ANN, Machine Learning. 
  

I.      INTRODUCTION 
Artificial Neural Network designed to automatically encode the image into a standard format after compressing the input image into 
a (LSR) vector. After converting the input image to LSR vector format, you can extract image features. The primary goal is making 
the image crystal clear by eliminating the extra turbulence. It can be used on a signal to cut down or eliminate any image noise. The 
main reason of removing noise is to help the hidden layer of the autoencoder to learn more strong features and become more 
efficient and reduce the risk of overfitting.  
Two sections make up the blocks of an auto-encoder: the first is an encoder section, also known as encoding, and the second is a 
decoder section, also known as decoding. [1] The encoding section takes a signal and gives the result as a compressed signal in the 
form of an LSR vector, which is a type of vector known as the LSR vector. The input for a decoder signal is vector that is an LSR 
vector and it gives the output in the form of image.  
 According to Fig.1, the input designated as (sig) passes the encoding section before becoming E. (sig). It’s output signal now serves 
as an LSR vectors. [2] The S Vector is then processed, eventually becoming D. (s), And that is the final output o.  
 Abstractly x and s should be the same, the latter not the original. Throughout this process some properties of  the signal are lost and 
it is not same as the original.  

 
Fig:  1: General Autoencoder 

 Equation:  
  (1)                       (sig)= ݏ
  =(sig)                      (2)  
  (3)                  ((sig)ܧ)= 
  sig                        (4)ݔ= �
But practically it is,  
  ݔ~
(With less features)  
 Were,  
 sig: signal input  
  s: the vector LSR D: Function Decoding ݔ Function whose input is  :ܧ
o:  the final output (reconstructed image)  
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As mentioned above, the implementation of such algorithms occurs when the signal is in LSR format. This is because context can be 
derived from signal since everything will be set of numbers.  
 When the image goes along the autoencoder, it is first compressed in the first section known as encoding block. Images are 
converted to LSR vectors during compression. That vector is sent along fully connected layers in the decoding block to increase the 
size and reconstruct the output image and it loses some small features due to compression and decompression. [3] When an image 
first goes through a noisy autoencoder, the output image is effectively an exact version of the same input in the clear form. This is 
because autoencoders effectively omit some of the features, for example the added noise.  
There are losses. However, this is the noise lost which ids present in the input signal. With the help of this idea, this paper helps to 
develop a system to remove or reduce noise from image, confirm the plausibility of the idea, and discuss its extension.  
  

II.      MODEL FOR IMAGE REDUCTION 
In ICML paper in 2008, the author has explained that adding certain noise to the signal ultimately helps to make the inner layers 
more robust. An autoencoder helps to get back the original signal even after turbulence was purposefully added to signal. The same 
can also be done in an autoencoder that are trained for a series of images. This idea gives the same image with the noise level 
attenuated. Autoencoder denoising not only improves image quality, but it also improves the accuracy of the recognizer.  
Depending on the signal's characteristics, noise may be added. It is not necessary to perform the noise function if the signal already 
contains some noise. The following are only a few examples of external noise:  
1) Caused by poor quality or defective image sensor  
2) Any deviation in colour, or deviation in brightness of image  
3) Quantization noise  
4) Generated during format conversion  
5) Noise that occurs at scanning or post-processing  
 [2] This technique removes the noise from the signal and can alternatively be called a pre-processing filter. [4]A perfect pre-
processing filter can reduce a lot of noise. In order to obtain the noise-free version, pre-processing is done after the training of 
an autoencoder is completed on a collection of noisy images. 

 
Fig.2: displaying the autoencoder's input and output 

  
[5] The core suggested model is the decoder portion of an autoencoder. Features of the block image (in this case, noise) are 
excluded due to reconstruction loss. However, in essence, you require an encoder to transform image into format that the decoder 
can understand.  
  

III.      DATASET PREPARATION 
 [1]A (MNIST) database dataset is chosen to help input the autoencoder. This is a viral database of 60,000 hand drawn 28 x 28-
pixel, grayscale images.  
This dataset is divided into two parts as first is a training set and second is a test set. Poisson noise is strategically added to test set 
utilizing a standard random distribution centred at 0.5 and with a normal deviation of 0.5. To train the auto associator to denoise the 
input image, noise is added.  

 
Fig.3: Digit Dataset from MNIST 
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Fig 4: Image Dataset from MNIST 

  
IV.      CONVOLUTIONAL AUTOENCODER IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Encoder (Compression)  
A convolutional autoencoder includes a suitable method or way which is static and that accepts image dimensions like width and 
height also depth, a filter in the form of tuple value, and the requires neurons in a well-connected LSR vector. [7] Then shape and 
channel dimensions of input are initialized with the last channel order. Every entered data is exceeded across an autoencoder, 
handed throughout multiple layers, and the very last output is flattened to shape a vector LSR.   
   
B. Decoder (Reconstruction)  
The vector of is first used as the decoder's input. Then, a three-D extent with completely linked layers is created by the decoder. The 
volume of the transposed convolution layer will increase as the LSR vector passes through it. Leaky Relu is then applied, and 
normalization is completed.  
  

V.      AUTOENCODER TRAINING 
A. Noise adding to MNIST dataset  
The Pixel Intensities of the photographs are scaled from zero to one.[8] The commonly allotted random sampling noise is focused 
on 0.5 and 0.5 standard deviation is included to the NumPy representation.  
Looking at Figure 5 and 6, we are able to see that the picture is pretty damaged. [6] Now that our dataset is prepared, we can feed it 
to autoencoder network.  

 
Fig.5 : Dataset before and after adding the noise. 
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Fig 6: Adding noise to image.  

 
B. Powerful Autoencoder’s Construction  
When designing the autoencoder, the Adams optimizer with a preliminary gaining knowledge of rate of 1e-three was chosen. After 
then, a mean squared error (mse) loss compiles. On our dataset, the auto encoder will now be trained. The autoencoder outperforms 
the dataset.  
After the completion of Training and validating the model on 55000 and 15000 Samples, we acquired the following Outputs: See 
figure 7.  

 
Fig.7 epochs, accuracy, and training loss are displayed 

 
[9] At first, validation loss increases, however because the quantity of epochs will increase, the graph began to descend. The loss 
did not grow with epochs, which shows that model was not overfitted.  
  

VI.      RESULTS  
A picture of numbers that at the start contained noise was leaked first. Figure 6 indicates the formerly recorded autoencoder 
inputs and outputs. Looking on the enter tool, the noise is so loud that even the bare eye can slightly see the numbers. Whilst the 
tool goes through an autoencoder, the noise in the picture is eliminated and the numbers inside the image are visible as in fig 8 
and in fig 9 .  

 
Fig.8: Output of digit dataset in the Autoencoder 
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Fig 9: Output of Image dataset in the Autoencoder 

 
The noisy image had a PSNR of 29.52 dB and an MSE of 72.25. The model performed absolute accuracy through manually testing 
images from the MNIST data set.  
 

VII.      CONCLUSION 
 The suggestion is about how noise could be reduced somewhat. An autoencoder that accepts input as an image, compresses it, and 
then immediately turns it into an LSR vector during the encoding stage has been trained. [10] The decoding phase of the LSR vector 
is followed by a fully linked layer, which enlarge the size and convert the vector into an image. Some of the image's properties are 
lost during decoding. It is applied to the creation system that denoises a chosen signal. The only thing that is lost in the decoding 
process as properties is Noise.  
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